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Abstract

Technological developments in microprocessors and ICT landscape have
made a shift to a new era where computing power is embedded in numerous
small distributed objects and devices in our everyday lives. These small
computing devices are fine-tuned to perform a particular task and are in-
creasingly reaching our society at every level. For example, home appliances
such as programmable washing machines, microwave ovens etc., employ sev-
eral sensors to improve performance and convenience. Similarly, cars have
on-board computers that use information from many different sensors to
control things such as fuel injectors, spark plug etc., to perform their tasks
efficiently. These individual devices make life easy by helping in taking de-
cisions and removing the burden from their users. All these objects and
devices obtain some piece of information about the physical environment.
Each of these devices is an island with no proper connectivity and infor-
mation sharing between each other. Sharing of information between these
heterogeneous devices could enable a whole new universe of innovative and
intelligent applications. The information sharing between the devices is a
difficult task due to the heterogeneity and interoperability of devices.

Smart Space vision is to overcome these issues of heterogeneity and inter-
operability so that the devices can understand each other and utilize services
of each other by information sharing. This enables innovative local mashup
applications based on shared data between heterogeneous devices. Smart
homes are one such example of Smart Spaces which facilitate to bring the
health care system to the patient, by intelligent interconnection of resources
and their collective behavior, as opposed to bringing the patient into the
health system.

In addition, the use of mobile handheld devices has risen at a tremen-
dous rate during the last few years and they have become an essential part of
everyday life. Mobile phones offer a wide range of different services to their
users including text and multimedia messages, Internet, audio, video, email
applications and most recently TV services. The interactive TV provides a
variety of applications for the viewers. The combination of interactive TV
and the Smart Spaces could give innovative applications that are person-
alized, context-aware, ubiquitous and intelligent by enabling heterogeneous
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systems to collaborate each other by sharing information between them.
There are many challenges in designing the frameworks and application de-
velopment tools for rapid and easy development of these applications. The
research work presented in this thesis addresses these issues. The original
publications presented in the second part of this thesis propose architec-
tures and methodologies for interactive and context-aware applications, and
tools for the development of these applications. We demonstrated the suit-
ability of our ontology-driven application development tools and rule based-
approach for the development of dynamic, context-aware ubiquitous iTV
applications.
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Sammanfattning

Den tekniska utvecklingen inom ICT landskapet och speciellt av mikro-
processorer har möjliggjort en överg̊ang till en ny era där datorkraft är
inbäddad i m̊anga distribuerade sm̊a enheter i v̊ar vardag. Dessa sm̊a da-
torenheter är finjusterade för att utföra en viss uppgift och sträcker sig allt
mera mot alla niv̊aer i v̊art samhälle. Till exempel hush̊allsmaskiner s̊asom
programmerbara tvättmaskiner, mikrov̊agsugnar osv. använder flera sen-
sorer för att förbättra prestandan och bekvämligheten. Likas̊a bilar har
datoren som använder information fr̊an m̊anga olika sensorer för att styra
bränsleinjektorer, tändstift osv., för att utföra sina uppgifter effektivt. Dessa
enskilda enheter gör vardagen enklare genom att hjälpa till med att fatta
beslut och därmed lyfta bort bördan fr̊an användaren. Alla dessa förem̊al
och apparater samlar in n̊agon information om den fysiska miljön. Var
och en av dessa enheter är isolerade utan n̊agon ordentlig anslutbarhet och
informationsutbyte mellan varandra. Utbyte av information mellan dessa
heterogena enheter kan möjliggöra en m̊angfald innovativa och intelligenta
tillämpningar. Informationsdelning mellan enheterna är en sv̊ar uppgift p̊a
grund av heterogenitet och interoperabilitet mellan utrustning.

Smart Space vision handlar om övervinna dessa fr̊agor om heterogen-
itet och interoperabilitet s̊a att enheterna kan först̊a varandra och utnyttja
tjänster av varandra genom informationsutbyte. Detta möjliggör innovativa
lokala mashup applikationer baserade p̊a delade data mellan heterogena en-
heter. Smarta hem är ett exempel p̊a s̊adana smarta utrymmen som un-
derlättar att f̊a hälso-och sjukv̊ardssystemet till patienten genom intelligent
sammankoppling av resurser och deras kollektiva beteende, i motsats till att
f̊a patienten in i hälso- och sjukv̊ardssystemet.

Dessutom har användningen av mobila handh̊allna enheter ökat i rasande
takt under de senare åren och de har blivit en viktig del av vardagen. Mo-
biltelefoner erbjuder ett brett utbud av tjänster åt sina användare, inklu-
sive SMS och MMS, Internet, audio, video, e-postprogram och p̊a senare
tid TV-tjänster. Interaktiv TV erbjuder en mängd olika tillämpningar
för sina tittare. Kombinationen av interaktiv TV och smarta utrymmen
kan ge innovativa tillämpningar som är personliga, kontextmedvetna och
intelligenta. Det finns m̊anga utmaningar med att utforma ramverk och
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utvecklingsverktyg för snabb och enkel utveckling av s̊adana tillämpningar.
Forskningen som presenteras i denna avhandling behandlar dessa fr̊agor.
De ursprungliga publikationerna som presenteras i den andra delen av denna
avhandling föresl̊ar arkitekturer och metoder för interaktiv och kontextmed-
vetna applikationer och verktyg för utveckling av dessa tillämpningar. Vi
visade lämplighet v̊ara ontologi-drivna verktyg för applikationsutveckling
och regelbaserad-strategi för utveckling av dynamiska, kontextmedvetna ubiq-
uitous iTV applikationer.
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1 Introduction

Recent advances in ICT technologies have made available a considerably in-
teractive information-rich environment with devices ranging from personal
portable such as mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) etc., to
domestic accessories such as TV and computers. People are able to interact
with the environment using these devices. Mobile Phones have become an
essential part of everyday life and, according to a study, there were more
than five billion users of mobile phones in July 2010 [97]. The technological
advances in the digital world enable a wide range of mobile devices to access
a variety of content through a number of different networks. Mobile phones
offer a wide range of different services to their users including text and multi-
media messages, Internet, audio, video, email applications and most recently
TV services. Moreover, the increase in the amount of data available on so-
cial and semantic Webs, and approaches to access and utilize that data,
enable the development of innovative applications and services that link TV
viewing with both the viewer’s personal profiles on social networks, and
with social activities across the Web [79]. This convergence results in the
social and next generation ubiquitous iTV applications that are innovative,
ambient, more personal and social. These ubiquitous applications employ
a range of different devices in addition to mobile phones to provide a set
of services that are personalized and context-aware to automatically adapt
to the user’s preferences. This requires more advanced methods for data
handling and understating and approaches for data exchange and commu-
nication across heterogeneous sources. Semantic technologies can solve the
essential data understating and interoperability issues across heterogeneous
sources of data [22].

While the Semantic Web envisions better structured data enabling the
new possibilities for the Internet, the semantic concept is also being adopted
in other areas. One of these areas is the Smart Space, which, although very
similar, comes with a different set of restrictions, challenges and possibilities.
The reason is that Smart Spaces heavily depend on heterogeneous devices,
systems and services and need to be made seamlessly interoperable to be
used effectively in a device, vendor and domain independent manner.

We define Smart Space as an abstraction of space that encapsulates both
the information in a physical space as well as access to this information, such
that it allows devices to join and leave the space. In this way, a Smart Space
becomes a dynamic environment whose identity changes over time when the
set of entities interact with it to share information between them. This
opens new cutting-edge aptitude for data owners, service providers, network
operators, and device manufacturers to fill the gap by developing and pro-
viding novel added-value services and applications based on data exchange.
The effective design and implementation of emerging Smart Space applica-
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tions still have challenges and lack tools and development frameworks. The
research work presented in this thesis addresses these issues.

Today, many broadcast TV shows are becoming interactive by enabling
their viewers to participate using remote controls and mobile phones. The
services and applications in the interactive TV environment are mainly lim-
ited to the TV domain only, which is rather passive as compared to highly
dynamic web and Smart Space environments, which endorse active user par-
ticipation. Therefore, one of the most important and evolving research areas
in the ICT landscape is how to converge separate domains, networks, de-
vices, services and applications to offer innovative services that are highly
interactive, intelligent and give ultimate user experience.

The scenarios presented here are the examples of convergence of inter-
active TV and Smart Spaces that exploit additional interaction to offer
innovative services and applications.

Personalized TV Recommendations: The success of social portals such
as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc. indicates that an increasing number
of people are using them and share their personal data and interest with
other people. The Smart Spaces together with semantic web technologies,
such as RDF/OWL, could be used to model the data and their relationships,
could provide RDF storage, inference and querying of that data and give
personalized recommendations based on a user’s current context. While
watching a program on TV, users might be interested to know further details
about the program and interact using their mobile phones to obtain the
required information. Furthermore, intelligent recording of a user’s favorite
TV program could be done according to his profile information or fan page
on Facebook and the TV guide available on the broadcaster’s web page.

Staged Participatory Multimedia Events (SPME): SPME are broadcasted
television events that actively involve TV viewers to participate in interac-
tive TV applications that are not commercially available [99]. The events
are directed by TV viewers and any number of viewers can participate. One
example of this kind of interactive application is AuctionTV application that
allows participants to offer an item for sale. Smart Spaces could be ideal
choice for this kind of application as the application data could be struc-
tured using RDF/OWL and can be driven by viewer actions. Moreover,
participants could use any kind of device to interact with other participants
through the Smart Space. The Smart Space could track the participants’
sessions, subscriptions and handle the data as the application evolves.

1.1 Research problems

In this section, a list of research problems that motivated this thesis, are
outlined.
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• What are the limitations of existing digital TV standards to support
ubiquitous interactive applications?

• Which infrastructure is needed for interactive TV applications and
what are the requirements for building it?

• What are design issues and problems related to development of a context-
aware interactive application using broadcast technology and point-to-
point network?

• How is it possible to achieve interoperability in Smart Space applica-
tions and what kind of methodologies and tools are needed to develop
Smart Space based multi-domain scenarios?

• How is it possible to provide automatic service composition in the
Smart Space for more complex scenarios?

• How is it possible to model and process context information in the
Smart Spaces using ontologies and the inference rules?

• How is it possible to design and develop interactive TV applications
based on the semantic and social Web data, iTV content and the Smart
Spaces?

This thesis addresses these research problems and proposes suitable so-
lutions for them in the original publications in Part II of this thesis.

1.2 Research Methodology

The methodology used in this research work is mainly constructive research
methodology. We first identified the research problems in this area and then
constructed the solutions for them. In the next step, the proof-of-concept
validation of the proposed solutions is given to check if the solutions work.
The scope of applicability is then examined and the results are submitted
to the international scientific conferences to demonstrate the research con-
tributions. We started by analyzing the existing standards and technologies
available for the interactive TV and identified their limitations to support
innovative interactive applications. The results of this investigation along
with the proposal for new software architecture are presented in Papers I
and II. The implementation of a specific interactive application is carried
out which is demonstrated in Paper III. A tool was developed for ontology-
driven application development and a case study was used to analyze the
feasibility of that tool as presented in Paper IV. The notion of services is
introduced and implementation of a service composition algorithm was in-
troduced in Paper V. A proposal for context aware intelligent applications
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was introduced in Paper VI and the developed tool presented in IV was used.
We demonstrate the suitability of our ontology-driven application develop-
ment tools and rule based-approach for the development of highly dynamic
context-aware iTV applications in Paper VII.

The proof-of-concept demonstrations in our publications involved vari-
ous software tools and languages. The most important were the following:
the Smart-M3 platform [11], the Ptolemy [81] tool, the Protégé ontology
editor [72], UML [73], Eclipse [41].

1.3 Research Setting

The research presented in thesis has been done as a collaborative work at
the Turku Centre for Computer Science (TUCS) and Åbo Akademi Univer-
sity. The research work has both individual and teamwork context. The
individual research work was done in the area of interactive mobile TV. The
other part of the research work was in the context of two research and devel-
opment projects, namely, ABOT (A location-based interactive game) and
DIEM (Devices and Interoperability Ecosystems) [38]. The main objective
of the ABOT project was to implement location-based interactive multi-
media services using the broadcast channel combined with a point-to-point
channel. The DIEM project aimed to create the concepts and implemen-
tation of Smart Space interoperability solution and platforms, which are
adaptable to multi-domain and multi-vendor applications. DIEM project,
funded by Tekes [42], is a consortium of 32 partners both from industry and
academia.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I is organized as follows: Chapter 1 de-
scribes the introduction and motivation of this research work, the research
problems, the research setting and the research methodology. Chapter 2
presents the theory related to the interactive TV, the existing software ar-
chitectures and the description of current interactive services along with a
look towards future interactive applications. In Chapter 3, the overview
of Smart Space approach is presented along with the requirements, design
issues and the application development for the Smart Spaces. A description
about the future interoperable applications using Smart-M3 is also presented
in this chapter. In Chapter 4, we explore the potential of introduction of
Smart Spaces in the design and development of interactive TV applications.
Chapter 5 presents the major contributions of this thesis, gives an overview
of the published papers along with the related work in this scientific area.
The discussion and conclusion are presented in chapter 6. The original re-
search papers are included in Part II of this thesis.
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2 Interactive TV

In recent years, migration from analog to digital broadcasting has made sig-
nificant and rapid progress in the sector of media consumption. In addition
to other benefits, this migration has also resulted in giving birth to a new
field of interactive television (iTV). It enables more active participation of
the users in the broadcast content, hence, challenging the traditional me-
dia services. This active user participation originates the emergence of new
standards, content, delivery platforms, services and applications.

The use of mobile handheld terminals has increased at a tremendous
rate in recent years. The digitalization of television and content brings
not only the distribution of high quality services but also the technology
that has the capability to deliver content to the mobile terminals. It has
provided ways to deliver a variety of content such as software applications,
web pages, graphics and games other than just audio and video. Mobile
handheld terminals are indeed intended to support digital transmission of
multimedia content and it is considered as the next development step in the
broadcasting technology. Wireless network operators already enable mobile
phone users to download and play streaming video. Broadcasting digital
videos over the existing telecommunication networks causes a number of
technical problems which include high cost of distribution of digital content.
This is because the cellular networks are point-to-point networks and low
capacity of existing third generation mobile communication networks (3G).
Even a moderate use of video streaming services can cause the 3G networks
to reach their capacity limit [76].

2.1 Literature Review

The research in the area of interactive digital TV has been focused on a vari-
ety of digital content and interactive applications appropriate for digital TV
[53]. These research works focused on ITV issues for wide range of applica-
tions. These include usability issues [24], human-computer interaction [30],
graphics user interface [34], system architecture [85]. The different applica-
tion domain that are focused include learning [13], entertainment [31][101],
personalization [17], TV channels and adds [35], shopping [98], messaging
and video streams [67]. These research works provide an overview of the em-
anating kinds of ITV contents and applications for digital TV. The new and
exciting area of Interactive Mobile TV (iMTV) is quite immature and needs
a considerable amount of work because of the absence of common platform
for mobile interactive services. There is no extensive research on the system
architecture of mobile TV, the impact of interactive applications on this
architecture and the requirements imposed by truly interactive applications
on terminal and server. Part of this thesis is focused on these issues.
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In recent years, there have been coordinated efforts from multiple organi-
zations and research groups towards inclusion of semantics in interactive TV
services and platforms. Work presented in [77] describes a semantics-aware
platform for interactive TV services in order to distribute, process and con-
sume media content. They proposed an interactive TV receiver framework
capable of collecting, extending and reasoning semantic data related to the
broadcast multimedia content. The work presented in [25] outlines a video
annotation technique, ontology-based modeling, multimedia metadata and
user profiling through semantic reasoning. The main goal of this work is to
create a personalized digital TV recommender based on metadata. Other
works in the direction of personalized TV recommendation systems based
on semantics include [50] and [23]. All of these approaches use semantic
information for the reasoning purpose to deliver personalized TV content.

2.2 Multimedia Broadcast Standards

Digital broadcasting systems provide several mechanisms for transmitting
data services to improve the conventional radio and TV services, and these
systems also have the capability to support new multimedia services. There
are several competing technologies for the broadcasting of digital content.
In some parts of the world, we can tune into digital broadcasting on our
digital TV set in the living room. The standards that provide this facil-
ity include Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB), Digital Video
Broadcasting (DVB), and Digital Multimedia Broadcast (DMB). These dig-
ital broadcast standards are being used in different parts of the world. In
Japan, the ISDB standard is used to provide multimedia broadcast services
to the terrestrial networks. The DMB standard is based on the Digital Audio
Broadcast (DAB) standard and is deployed in South Korea. It allows mobile
reception of the multimedia content. The DVB standard is adopted in Eu-
rope for digital video broadcasting, and the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) has regulated it.

Based on these standards, there are several systems that can provide the
broadcasting of digital contents. The most common systems include ISDB-
T, DVB-T, DAB, DMB and DVB-H.

ISDB-T

ISDB-T [52] is an emerging digital TV broadcasting system developed
in Japan to provide flexibility for multimedia broadcasting services using
the terrestrial networks [70]. The ISDB-T system uses the Band Segmented
Transmission technique (BST), which divides the channel into a set of fre-
quency blocks called segments. The ISDB-T systems are capable of provid-
ing a variety of multimedia services to the stationary as well as the mobile
receivers.
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The main drawback of ISDB-T for mobile reception is that the digital
TV transmission to the mobile terminals requires high power consumption.

DVB-T

DVB-T [1] is a flexible terrestrial system that supports various broad-
cast service environments ranging from a fixed-rooftop antenna to a portable
service. DVB-T also supports mobile reception of the services and content.
This standard has been accepted as a common standard for the digital televi-
sion in Europe and it is the basis of the new emerging standard for reception
of the digital television services on the handheld terminals i.e., the DVB-H
standard [2]. DVB-T uses the MPEG-2 standard for the compression be-
cause it makes it possible to multiplex the separate elementary streams that
are associated with the current service and it allows the encryption of all
transport streams.

DVB-T has the same drawback as ISDB-T; it was not originally designed
to target the mobile receivers, and the major problem in receiving the dig-
ital TV on handheld devices is the battery consumption. Neither of these
systems takes into account the special requirements to support digital TV
services on the mobile handheld terminals.

DMB

Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (DMB) [32] is a digital transmission
system for the delivery of multimedia content and services to mobile phones.
It has been developed in South Korea and is the further development of the
DAB standard, with additional error correction capability to deliver televi-
sion services to the mobile handheld receivers even at high speeds. For the
error correction, the DMB uses the technique called Forward Error Correc-
tion as does DVB-H, but the DMB additionally uses the time interleaving to
solve the problems of difficult conditions such as impulsive noise, typically
found in the mobile environments. The time interleaving works by spreading
the errors in time over logical frames so that the receiver can correct the
errors, hence, it is very effective. The DMB offers the possibility to work
using considerably less power.

All of these features make DMB a better choice to be used for delivering
digital TV services to the mobile handheld terminals. The only problem
with the DMB system is its limited capacity. Scaling up to a large amount
of multimedia services on top of DAB/DMB would require frequency real-
location. For high-capacity demand, the DVB-H system would normally be
the system of choice [32].

DVB-H

DVB-H (DVB-Handheld) [47] is an extension of the DVB-T, which is
the current terrestrial digital TV broadcast standard. The DVB-H enables
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service reception in the handheld devices using IP data. DVB-H network
parameters are optimized for mobile usage, and for the handheld devices
that have low battery capacity. The DVB-T was particularly designed to
deliver broadcast services to the living room TV connected to a continuous
power supply with a large rooftop antenna. In contrast, the DVB-H was
developed by taking into account the mobile handheld receivers and is op-
timized for the battery-powered receivers that have internal antennas and
small screens. Although, the DVB-T has proved itself to be able to work in
a mobile environment e.g., public transportation, the DVB-H overcomes two
key limitations of the DVB-T when used for the handheld terminals. Firstly,
it lowers the battery power consumption. Secondly, it improves robustness
in very hard reception environments both indoor and outdoor.

DVB-H reduces power consumption by using a technique called time
slicing. The data is transmitted in high-speed bursts and the mobile receiver
only wakes up when it has to receive these bursts. The receiver remains in
the sleep mode between these bursts, i.e., at all other times. This technique
enables the receiver to save power up to 90 percent. DVB-H has the ability
to converge with the GSM standard when using the IPDC technology.

Mobility and flexibility are obvious benefits of the mobile TV. DVB-H
has full potential and capability to deliver large amount of multimedia and
digital TV services to the mobile handheld terminals with high data trans-
mission rates. Because of the related features and similarities among basic
building blocks in DMB and DVB-H, it is unlikely that two handsets, each
having a different mobile TV standard, will end up being vitally different in
the reception quality or the power consumption.

In recent years, the DVB Project have developed new standards such
as DVB-T2, DVB-SH and DVB 3D-TV [1]. A complete list of standards
and the countries in which these are deployed can also be seen on the DVB
project webpage.

2.2.1 Mobile TV: Broadcasting to Handheld Devices

Today’s handheld devices such as mobile phones offer a wide range of differ-
ent services to the users including text and multimedia messages, Internet,
audio, video and email applications. These devices have become advanced
entertainment and utility devices which can function as a radio, audio player
and video player in addition to mobile phones. It seems that the TV is the
only missing application from the mobile phones. Mobile TV is the broad-
cast transmission of TV programs or content in a coverage area for a wide
range of wireless devices ranging from capable cellphones to PDAs and mo-
bile receivers.

Mobile TV implementations are now more generic, based on Internet
Protocol Datacasting, IPDC. IPDC is an effective means that is used in dig-
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ital broadcasting technology to deliver the data and services to mobile users
in a cost effective and efficient way. IPDC makes it possible to deliver data
services to a large number of users simultaneously in point-to-multipoint
fashion. This distribution of data and services are unidirectional and a sep-
arate interaction channel is needed for interactivity purpose. By using IP
based technology, it is possible to deliver any type of digital content such as
audio, video, graphics, web pages, games, and live TV to the end users. This
means that IPDC expands the range of services and contents that can be
delivered and provide the ways to receive these services and contents by the
mobile users. Every type of digital content is encapsulated into IP packets,
which is the format used to deliver digital contents on the Internet, and then
broadcast to the users via digital broadcast networks such as DVB-H and
DAB etc. Hence, all of the contents that can be delivered through the In-
ternet can also be provided by IPDC. Furthermore, by using the interactive
channels through other networks, interactivity is made possible so that the
customers can also request the contents [12]. The main features of IPDC
include the following:

- Use of digital broadcast networks for a large number of different services

- For interactivity purpose, mobile networks are used

- IP is used as abstraction layer to deliver any kind of digital content

- It enables users to access a wide range of multimedia and TV services

- It provides means to enable users to discover available services by ESG

- Uses of high bandwidth channels and enables high transmission rates

IPDC over DVB-H technology offers the advantage that all the existing IP-
based digital content such as video streams, web pages, music files or game
software, can be easily delivered to the mobile devices over mobile broadcast.
The combination of DVB-H and IPDC enables the mobile users to access
and consume music, web pages, games and the rich media, television and
radio.

2.3 Software Platforms

The software platform is the key element for the vitality of digital systems
as it provides the facility and environment for the development and execu-
tion of software applications that perform the valuable functions to make
these systems work. To receive the broadcast services and mobile TV on a
wide range of handheld devices, there must be a common software platform
that provides the capability for these services to function across multiple
networks. The software platforms of modern digital broadcast systems are
responsible for providing efficient and high quality integration of software ap-
plications and the hardware platform that is used in the end user terminals
to give effective management of multimedia services, data, and hardware
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resources. The software platform enables early and reliable delivery and
handling of advanced video broadcasts and interactive services and applica-
tions. By using the software platform that is based on the open standards
and specifications, the broadcast and multimedia services and applications
can achieve full interoperability and could be independent of the specific
hardware of user terminals. This means that the applications and services
have the same constant behavior on a wide range of hardware environments
in different kinds of terminals, which use that software platform.

This section briefly describes the common existing software platforms
of digital TV and mobile phones, which are being used for the software
application and service developments.

MHP

MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) is an open software platform that
defines a generic interface between interactive digital applications and user
terminals on which these applications execute. In this way, applications
from various service providers are interoperable with different MHP imple-
mentations independent of the underlying hardware, vendor and software.
MHP specifies a way to deliver interactive applications within digital TV
stream and describes how these applications are executed on the digital TV
receiver. The application model and lifecycle management functionality in
MHP is provided by JavaTV API. The MHP standard specifies a software
environment that must be offered by the receiver in order to be compatible
with MHP. DVB produced the GEM (Globally Executable MHP) specifica-
tion which is a cut-down version of MHP that removes any dependencies on
other DVB technologies.

OCAP

OCAP (OpenCable Application Platform) is a software platform for data
broadcasting defined by CableLabs and is largely based on MHP with cable
specific extensions. OCAP specifies the application model and signaling
information for broadcast applications. It extends MHP by supporting an
additional monitor application to give network operators more control over
the receiver. OCAP also provides support for the applications which can
run at any time and are not related to the currently watched TV channel
e.g., video-on-demand (VoD) applications.

DASE

DASE (DTV Application Software Environment) is the middleware plat-
form based on the ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) digital
broadcast standard. It provides core functionalities required in digital TV
including application model, life cycle signaling, data storage and service
management. [62] describes the systems architecture and software environ-
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ment for DASE systems.

ACAP

ACAP (Advanced Common Application Platform) is a new standard
that is designed by integrating OCAP and ATSC-DASE. The goal of ACAP
is to define a common application framework between Cable and terrestrial
digital TV. It combines the Java part from OCAP and the HTML part from
DASE. It uses the ATSC service information for handling broadcast services.
ACAP includes elements from the full MHP specification and GEM, includ-
ing GEM application signaling.

BML

BML (Broadcast Mark-up Language) is an XML based multimedia cod-
ing scheme defined by the ARIB STD-B24 standard. It provides multimedia
data broadcasting to enable viewers to access multimedia content and to ob-
tain detailed information about the TV programs. Similar to other digital
TV middleware standards, the BML standard is also based on GEM to pro-
vide application model and life cycle management functionalities. The main
difference between BML and the other standards is its transport protocol
to carry applications and data. It uses the DSM-CC data-carousel based
transport protocol instead of an object carousel.

MIDP

MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) is designed for mobile phones
and entry-level PDAs. It offers core application functionality required by
mobile applications including user interface, network connectivity, data stor-
age and application management. MIDP provides a complete environment
for creating applications for handheld devices while having minimum usage
of memory and power consumption. The key feature of high-level MIDP
applications is their portability across various cell phones by handling issues
such as screen layout and button mapping. The MIDP solution is based on
connection limited device configuration (CLDC) which relies on K virtual
machine, a derivative of JVM for resource constrained mobile devices.

MIDP was not initially designed to handle the broadcast services and ap-
plications because it was targeted to be a common software solution for the
resource-constrained mobile handheld devices. An optional package named
Mobile broadcast service API for Handheld Terminals[8] in MIDP environ-
ment provides the functionality to handle broadcast content, e.g. view dig-
ital television and to consume rich multimedia services and features. The
main objective of this API is to enable java applications to receive, execute
and interact with the received content over digital broadcast link, hence
the receiving and management of applications that are delivered through
broadcast channel. It also provides the management of interactive broad-
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cast services including the service search and discovery, service and content
access and consumption, service scheduling, protection and purchasing. This
API adds exciting new features to the existing MIDP software platform to
support digital broadcast services through the consumer mobile handheld
terminals that was not possible earlier because there was no framework ad-
dressing the specific needs of digital broadcast services like digital TV and
other rich multimedia services.

Comparison

The table 1 represents the main elements that are included in the above
mentioned platforms to give a precise comparison.

Table 1: Comparison between existing solutions
Features

MHP OCAP/
ACAP/
DASE

BML MIDP+
JSR-
272

Underlying
Platform

JavaTV/
GEM
based

GEM-
based

GEM-
based

Java-
Based

Specification Receiver/
transmis-
sion

Receiver Receiver Receiver

GUI AWT/
HAVi

AWT/
HAVi

AWT/
HAVi

LCDUI

Application
model

DVB-J DVB-J/
ACAP-J

ECMA-
Script

MIDlet

Service se-
lection

JavaTV
API

JavaTV
API

JavaTV
API

JSR 272

Service in-
formation

DVB-SI
API

JavaTV-
SI API

JavaTV-
SI API

JSR 272

Interactivity Interactive
profile

Interactive
profile

Interactive
profile

Limited

Signaling
and Data
Access

Object
carousel

Object
carousel

Data
carousel

Not
specified

Monitor
application

No Yes No No

Unbounded
app.

No Yes Yes Yes
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2.4 Interactivity in Mobile TV

The potential to deliver live TV on a mobile is in itself a great achievement,
but is now becoming overshadowed by the fact that the mobile users want
greater control over the content rather than simply watching. Hence, in-
teractive TV and iTV applications are recent research topics and currently
we have no commercial deployments of truly interactive TV applications.
Due to the limited hardware and software resources, it is more likely that
the people will use interactive services such as voting, chatting, shopping,
breaking news and games and interactivity related to TV programs, etc.
rather than watching long movies on their mobile phones [89]. This requires
new tools and methodologies that can cope with the complexity of dynamic
iTV applications.

The term ’interactivity’ has been defined in many different ways. A lit-
erature review presented by [57] pinpoints the definitions prepared by the
researchers from different professional and academic perspectives. The def-
inition that is most appropriate in the context of mobile interactive TV
is three dimensional [51]. It is described as the experience involving 1) at
least two actants (human or technology) participating in the exchange, 2) a
technology is presented that facilitates the exchange and 3) the users have
the possibility to modify the mediated environment, e.g., through making
inputs and creating texts. From this perspective, we define interactive ap-
plications as software applications that run on the handheld terminals or
media servers and require the user’s involvement in the presence of some
technology to affect the environment. These interactive TV applications are
not limited to a single distribution method but involve different domains like
3G/UMTS, GPRS, broadband and WLAN, etc. Interactivity is not about
simply having a return path for users to respond to. Rather it goes deep
into the design of interactive applications. Hence, interactive applications
are the sought-after features, along with capability to deliver TV.

2.5 Examples of value-added Services and Applications

The interactive applications that could possibly run over the Mobile TV can
be broadly categorized in the following categories [88].

Entertainment: This class of interactive mobile applications is perhaps
the most attractive for the viewers as it will provide them truly absorbing
services they like to see on their mobile devices. This class would include in-
teractive TV game and quiz shows that will allow real-time interaction with
the live broadcast show. Other applications in this category would include
Video on Demand (VoD), user generated content, enriched sports applica-
tions where the viewers can obtain additional content about the ongoing
sport events [44][92].
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Learning and Information: In a broader view, most of the interac-
tive TV services could be used as learning and information resources. For
example, in addition to the typical interactive information services such as
news, weather, Electronic Service Guide (ESG), information of local the-
aters, hotels and bars etc., the learning services could include the audio
visual courses a viewer is interested in. The important point here is that
these applications should have minimal text and should be based on au-
dio/video content because of the restricted set of features of the mobile
handheld devices. These learning and information services can be provided
as stand alone applications or they can be mixed with the entertainment
category to give an absorbing experience of learning using entertainment.
An example could be learning the commonly used words, their expressions
and the delivery emphasis [69][86].

Advertisement and enterprise: Creative and advanced advertise-
ment and enterprise applications will provide promising benefits to all the
key players including cellular and broadcast network operators, and are an
excellent source of revenue. These innovative applications may include the
personalized interactive advertisements in which, based on the preferences,
the viewers are given the opportunity to shop by making purchase requests
using their mobile phones. They can also obtain additional information
about their requests, and would also be able to receive related products or
digital content. The enterprise applications are the business applications
which would enable the users to handle their businesses on-the- move di-
rectly from their mobile phones [15][14].

Table 2: Application Catagories
Catagory Example Interactive Ap-

plications

Entertainment Games, broadcast shows,
sports, VoD, user generated
content portals

Information news, weather, ESG, local in-
formation services

Learning Audio/video courses, learning
language and expressions

Advertisement
and enter-
prise

Personalized classifieds, shop-
ping, stock exchange, banking

Communication
and voting

Chatting, community-based
portals, voting, auction, gam-
bling, bets
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Communication and Voting: As the primarily usage of the mobile
phones is for personal communications, the ultimate return channel provided
by the mobile phones allows the development of interactive communication
and voting applications over the Mobile TV. These applications include, for
instance, chatting with friends, giving views regarding some TV programs,
casting votes in a poll and the applications based on the instant messages
from a group of users e.g., auction, gambling and betting applications. All of
these applications would be possible over the Mobile TV using the messaging
facility provided by the cellular network operators [16].

2.6 A particular Implementation of Multimedia Interactive
Application

Given the background of interactive TV applications and the standards in
the previous sections, we now discuss issues that arise when we implement a
particular interactive multimedia application. We discuss how to implement
interactive multimedia services using a DVB-H broadcast channel combined
with a point-to-point channel, such as 3G or GPRS. We study the prob-
lem in the context of a location-based interactive mobile game. With the
evolution of handheld devices, positioning techniques and new transmission
technologies, a new class of location-based mobile applications has been re-
alized [40]. These mobile location based games involve wireless networks,
navigation techniques, movement and location of the players, and the hy-
permedia content used by the players while playing the game. Examples of
some particular location-based games include [26] and [58]. These games are
realized with the wireless handheld devices together with the GPS receivers
in a PtP communication network over the Web infrastructure. In [71], the
authors investigate the basic properties of the location-based games.

In our interactive location-based mobile game, we use a new wireless
broadcast technology (DVB-H) with the old theme of traditional location-
based games. The motivation for using DVB-H is that the substantially
larger bandwidth will provide a more immersive environment for the play-
ers. The technical challenge is to schedule the delivery of data over the
broadcast channel while maintaining the Quality-of-Service, i.e., sending
the right data to the right user at the right time to provide a seamless in-
teractive experience. These kinds of applications are sensitive to the delay
as the players would need to wait unnecessarily for the content to identify
their next tasks which may in turn be the difference between winning and
losing. We explore design issues and problems related to the scheduling of
content in the game and propose a content scheduling algorithm to solve
these problems.
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Figure 1: Game platform

2.6.1 Interactivity

In this application, an interactive service is defined as a service where the
action of one user affects the internal status of the server providing the
service, allowing all other users to experience the change. We can also define
interaction from the point of view of the user. In this case we can distinguish
between passive and active interaction. The passive interaction is used for
interacting with the server periodically, i.e., sending the state information
with a fixed interval. The active interaction, on the other hand, is initiated
when the user has to make a decision that affects the state of the game and
the other users. An active interaction can, for instance, be when a player
requests some information from the server to perform an action or when a
player makes a choice to accept or reject some action that has influence on
other players. In this interactive game we are dealing with both active and
passive interactions.

2.6.2 Game model

Åbot is a multiplayer interactive mobile game in which movements and
locations of the players trigger all the actions. The GPS is used for obtaining
the location information. The communication between the terminals and the
game server is done using two different channels. The GPRS/3G is used as
the uplink to the server to send information from the terminals to the server
using an IP connection whereas a wireless broadcast medium (DVB-H) is
used to communicate with the players. The real physical environment serves
as playing area for the game. The conceptual game platform is shown in
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Figure 1. The game provides bridging of physical locations and objects to a
virtual map on players’ handheld screens. The game has two different kinds
of tasks for the players. The players can collect bots, which are virtual
containers that are dispersed on the game map by the server. Bots contain
hints, points, equipment etc., which are useful for solving the quests. Quests
are the second kind of tasks in the game. Quests in their simplest form
involve finding locations by solving puzzles, and they can also be constrained
in time. Quests also form the story of the game. The players in the game
are equipped with handheld terminals having mobile phone networks and
capable of receiving wireless broadcast data. Additionally, the players are
equipped with a GPS device to get accurate positions on their mobile phones.

The novelty of the game is that we use DVB-H broadcast medium to
deliver data to the players. Our motivations for using DVB-H are the fol-
lowing. Firstly, DVB-H is optimized for the handheld terminals and offers
much higher data rates than the cellular networks such as 3G or GPRS. Sec-
ondly, DVB-H is a relatively new technology. We want to use the context of
a location based game to explore this technology in a converged environment
where both cellular and broadcast technologies are used.

2.6.3 Server architecture

Figure 2 shows the logical block diagram of the server implementation. The
game engine is the entity which keeps track of the state of the game. Its
main tasks are to update the positions of the subscribers and based on
that to decide on what new information each subscriber (or the group of
subscribers) needs next. The media engine is the entity which handles all
the objects, in the media database, associated with the service. The media
engine produces all messages which contain service objects. The game engine
may compose dynamically directed live video and audio feeds reflecting, for
instance, the state of the game. The system encourages the subscribers to
produce own content to the service by uploading digital images or video clips.
The subscriber manager keeps track of users or players that are currently
using the service interactively. The subscriber manager assigns correct IP
addresses to the packets encapsulating data destined to a certain subscriber
or group. In addition, the subscriber manager handles congestion control for
individual terminals. During login, the memory capacity of each terminal is
negotiated to the server and taken into account before transmission, in order
to avoid buffer overflow in the receiving terminals. The message handling
in the communication subsystem is realized using message queues for input
and output messages, a message carousel, and a message router. Messages
may be of any length and have arbitrary deadline for delivery. This imposes
the need for a pre-emption mechanism for message transmission. In other
words, an urgent message must be able to pre-empt a less important message.
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Figure 2: Server logical block diagram

The solution to this problem in the presented system is to use a message
scheduler.

2.6.4 Scheduling of content

One challenge for this game environment is to provide all user terminals
with data that is needed at the particular moment. The assumption is that
the terminal’s memory capacity is limited, hence the user terminals must
be provided with data on demand. Additionally, some of the data sent is
dependent on the status of the game; hence it is not available before it is
needed. The demand for data is assumed to be predicted by the game server.
Hence, the problem of providing media to the players at the right time is
solved by proposing a content scheduling algorithm. Using this algorithm,
it can be made sure that every player receives the data intended to him/her
before its deadline. The server predicts movements of the player towards
the possible quest locations, calculates the distances and expected times of
arrival (ETA) of the players to these quest locations based on the received
position messages.

The scheduling algorithm must be efficient enough to schedule the data
for each player according to its deadlines and reschedule the data if the
player chooses one option to go further among many available options. In
that case, when the game server predicts the player movements towards
the next quest location, the scheduled data for not-taken options will be
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discarded by the scheduler.

The main steps and pseducode of the scheduling algorithm are mentioned
below.

Program 1 Algorithm
For every position message, do:

1. Update position of the player

2. Calculate the distances to next quest locations

3. Iterate through quest locations list

if ( ! ( questLocList[index] == player.Loc )

{

calculate ETA to next quest locations

if ( ETA <= thresholdETA)

{

// Prepare and schedule data for player

outQueue.pushMessage(questData)

}

}

4. For each message to be inserted in outQueue,

// iterate through the outQueue

for (index=0 ; index < this.index ; index++)

{

insert message according to ascending ETA

}

5. Send data with the highest priority to carousel

while (outQueue.length>0)

{

Carousel.send(outQueue.pop())

}

In this section we have presented how interactivity can be implemented
in an environment where content is delivered using a broadcast medium.
We have shown how to express interactivity as a scheduling problem and
how to solve this problem. Performance, feasibility and scalability issues of
the algorithm are discussed in detail in Paper III and simulation results are
presented to show how different game parameters influence the in-time de-
livery of the multimedia content to the players and to study the optimization
problem for the presented algorithm.

2.7 Today’s Interactive TV applications

Over the last few years, the introduction of widgets (by e.g., Yahoo!, Opera
and GoogleTV) on connected television sets opens up a new era for a range
of possible social TV applications. There are several social video applica-
tions on the web that have been launched recently (e.g., Watchitoo [106],
Clipsync, Sofanatics)[60]. Even more applications for iPhone and iPad are
being created (e.g., Miso or Tunerfish, Broadcastr), bringing into practice
the use of a secondary screen as a social interaction medium, and exploring
the potentials of social Web, semantic Web, Linked Data and semantic TV.
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Figure 3: Broadcastr Application

Below are the short descriptions of a few interactive applications that
are evolved in recent years. In this section, we are not focusing on widely
known commercial iTV applications that are related to TV programs such
as BBC Test the Nation, BBC Come and Have a Go. Instead, the focus is on
social and interactive applications showing that the definition of interactive
applications should not depend on the devices used for reception and display,
and should not be limited to only TV content.

Broadcastr

Broadcastr is a social-media platform for location-based audio and sto-
ries. This application enables people to easily create and share recordings on
an interactive map. The users can share oral histories, restaurant reviews,
walking tours, personal messages, funny anecdotes, and much more. Each
Broadcastr story is pinned to a GPS location. On the Web, the users can
access a digital archive of human memory and narrative; on the mobile ap-
plication, the users can take a GPS-enabled walk while stories about their
surroundings stream automatically into their headphones. The users can
record their own content, create playlists, follow their friends, and share on
the Facebook. Broadcastr is currently in beta [3]. Figure 3 shows screenshot
of the application on iPhone.

SPME

In interactive broadcast TV, the viewers can take part in the broadcast
shows from their homes using their remote controls. The SPME on TV
takes this approach a step further where the viewers not only participate
in the broadcast show but also direct the show by exploiting the additional
interaction capabilities. The SPME actively engages TV viewers and pro-
vides a stage for them to participate in the interactive TV applications that
are not yet commercially available. The viewers need some means of com-
munication to the server such as a remote control, a mobile phone etc., and
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for full participation webcams, microphones, and Internet connection are
required. The involvement of heterogeneous devices and information in the
SPME makes it an interesting research problem to explore. Auction TV is
an example of such an application [99].

The term interactive TV application means different things to different
people. No single definition is presently accepted by all researchers since the
nature of iTV services is evolving rapidly with the constant and continuous
technological changes. The European Broadcasting Union defines iTV appli-
cations as enhanced or interactive services with digital Television [7]. BBC
defines iTV as follows: iTV is the content and services (in addition to linear
TV channels) which are available for digital viewers to navigate through on
their TV screens. In practice, this means giving viewers control over some
video, audio, graphical and text elements, or allowing them to use simple
games and quizzes or send simple communication back to broadcasters [6].
These definitions are usually supported by the broadcasters providing iTV
applications and are generally related to and bounded to the TV programs.

Due to the technological developments in the last few years, the land-
scape of TV has been evolved rapidly. The IPTV and webTV have dramat-
ically changed the definition of the digital TV. IPTV is the next generation
TV delivered over a managed network, usually a closed network. It is de-
livered through Internet and telecommunication lines but not through a
browser as the WebTV does. IPTV also gives the ability to track what each
user is watching. Due to the IP based TV services, TV and web came closer
to each other and the distinction between the iTV applications and the web
services is becoming even harder as the operators combine and develop dif-
ferent technologies to serve specific situations. Moreover, the iTV could use
web as information space i.e., utilizing web as an ultimate information source
by means of a variety of technologies such as semantic web technologies. In
the view of current changes in the digital and web technologies and their
use, the term iTV application might not be the thing as it was originally a
few years ago.

2.8 A Look Towards Future iTV Applications

Due to the advances in the digital technologies, the iTV applications are
not bounded to the TV set but a range of devices could also be used for
display and interaction purposes. Moreover, after the advent of IPTV, the
web and the TV came closer to each other which originate the possibility of a
mesh-up of web knowledge in the iTV applications. The future of interactive
TV applications based on the convergence of different devices, networks and
services is hard to predict. This is an industry in which new giants can
emerge in a short time. The trends of the current TV viewing behavior
are changing quickly. The success of the social networking portals such
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as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter etc., have offered exciting new choices for
watching TV, and the interactive TV applications ”sandbox” is expanding
rapidly. The increase in the amount of data available on the social and
semantic Webs, APIs and methods to access and manipulate that data, and
the new trends in social awareness allow future television a range of new
opportunities. It has become possible to develop innovative applications that
link TV viewing with both the viewers’ personal profiles on social networks,
and the social activities across the Web [79]. This convergence results in the
social and next generation ubiquitous iTV applications that are innovative
and more personal and more social. We believe that the future interactive
TV applications would involve not only a wide range of digital devices in
a highly interactive, dynamically changing and context aware environment
but also data/information from different sources such as Web, advertising
networks and physical environment. Connecting up all kinds of information
and content by being much more dependent on the environment (physical
and social environment) could enable a whole universe of converged iTV
applications.

SPME extended

We extended this basic scenario in a number of ways to recommend
users only the particular items for bidding which are of their interest. This is
done by observing user’s TV viewing history, content consumption behavior,
personal preferences etc., and mapping this knowledge to user’s profile. We
assume that various digital devices in a particular user space (e.g., home)
can exchange information with each other. Assuming that there are different
TV stations and programs, embedding their schedules on their WebPages
by using some common semantics for TV program description, the TV can
then recommend TV programs for the particular user based on the user’s
profile. It can further recommend particular interactive applications based
on the preferences and the profile. For example, consider a user has been
watching Shakira’s new video song and has liked her page on the Facebook.
The system can recommend him an iTV application of bidding for her latest
album based on harvesting and querying his content consumption behavior
and the personal preferences given on the social networks. It can add an
event to the user’s calendar about this auction. At the time of the auction,
the banking application on user’s smartphone can check the account detail
and the user can decide based on the information if he has to join the
auction. The system can identify different users and give recommendations
according to their own profiles. In this scenario, the information between
different sources and devices needs to be communicated and the mesh-up of
all this information is required to enable intelligent ambient iTV applications
which are not limited to only TV.

We believe that the future interactive TV applications will take benefits
from the pervasive computing environment to deliver highly personalized
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context-aware TV applications to the users. This is due to the increase
in the number of digital appliances embedded in the users’ surrounding.
This enables pervasive interactive space that interconnects users, physical
resources and the computational entities. For example, assume an iTV
banking application that shows user’s account balance and other details on
TV screen (or mobile TV screen). User can use this application to pay his
bills. The application could detect the presence of other persons in the room
and could automatically hide the balance details when the living room TV is
being used to display application content. The same application while using
on a smartphone could detect it as a personal device and show all banking
details.

It is clear that creating these kinds of interactive applications would re-
quire establishing some concrete development infrastructures and method-
ologies which can provide a sufficient level of abstraction to hide the com-
plexity and the details and also provide the interoperability. A common
development methodology could provide benefits such as (i) abstracting un-
derlying platform (ii) porting applications to different devices and platforms
(iii) reducing efforts in learning APIs.

Currently, there is no commonly agreed suitable method for the devel-
opment of the iTV applications and several companies such as Aircode,
Alticast, ItVBox and Cardinal etc., are using their own tools for the devel-
opment of iTV applications. Their tools provide graphical environment to
easily create simple iTV applications. These environments and tools are too
limited for the creation of complex iTV applications that involve informa-
tion and resources from many sources, and hence, interoperable systems are
required that can provide device and information level interoperability for
the development of dynamic and context-aware future iTV applications.





3 Interoperable Systems

The recent evolution in the digital information and communication tech-
nologies has created an environment which contains a wide range of devices
with computers embedded in them. For instance, a modern house or office
environment has a number of digital devices. Some of these devices, e.g.,
mobile phones, PDAs, etc. are actually designed to interact with the user
and the digital environment. However, in order to take full advantage of
this modern device-rich environment, the interaction between the devices is
required. The vision of ubiquitous computing was first envisioned by Mark
Weiser in 1991 [103]. According to him, the ubiquitous computing is the
way of enhancing computer use by making many computers available in the
physical environment, but making them invisible to the users. From the
technology point of view, the ubiquitous computing is the mixture of in-
telligent environments, networking, mobile computing, appliances, context
awareness, etc. From the user’s point of view, the computing is invisible and
is done in the background, yet provides assistance in their everyday life.

This vision of ubiquitous computing has been accredited by many re-
search fields such as mobile computing, wireless communication, sensor net-
works and human computer interaction [36]. For example, wireless com-
munication standards such as WiFi, Bluetooth, etc., have enabled users to
interact with each other using their handheld terminals, and the sensing
technologies such as RFID, NFC, GPS, etc., enabled context-awareness in
the applications. Similarly, today’s modern appliances have a range of sen-
sors in them to improve the efficiency of the appliances and to provide more
convenience to the users. However, all these technical developments pro-
vide a limited form of interactivity between the devices e.g., information
exchange using Bluetooth is only possible between the devices conforming
to the Bluetooth standard. This could be the initial step of the ubiquitous
computing vision but a framework for ubiquitous computing that enables the
sharing of information between different devices or systems is still required.

Interoperability is one of the key issues in ubiquitous computing as multi-
vendor devices offer increasing number of services and applications by ex-
ploiting information from the physical environment [64]. To attain efficient
interoperability devices need to be able to find and communicate with each
other. To achieve this, a device must be able to find data from another
device, and also be able to understand this data. Today this is a major
problem due to the lack of common standard for semantic interoperability.
There is no understanding on a common protocol, or on how data should
be described in such a way that it could be conveniently shared across the
devices. There is a need for some infrastructure that makes the co-existence
of multi-vendor devices and services easy, rapid and efficient both for the
developers and for the end-users. This will result in a simplified and speedy
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design, development and deployment of cross-domain applications. One pos-
sible solution of this problem is to use semantic technologies together with
the smart environment.

3.1 Smart Environment

A Smart Environment can be defined as the combination of a physical en-
vironment, an infrastructure for data storage and management (e.g., Smart
Space), a collection of embedded systems gathering heterogeneous data and
information from the environment, and a communication solution to deliver
this data to the Smart Space [91]. As defined by Cook [33], a Smart Envi-
ronment is a world where all kinds of smart devices are continuously working
to make users’ lives more comfortable. The vision of the smart environment
is to use the information about the surrounding environment to create a
variety of applications where the end-users must be empowered to easily
modify the applications as well as mash-up the information to create new
applications when needed.

3.2 Smart Space Approach

The ubiquitous computing paradigm has realized information processing by
the entities available in our environment [80]. It enables the vision of the
Smart Spaces. The Smart Space is the fundamental component of smart en-
vironment as it is the digital representation of the smart environment where
relevant real-world information is stored and kept up-to-date. A Smart
Space is an abstraction of space that encapsulates both the information in
a physical space as well as access to this information, such that it allows
devices to join and leave the space. In this way, a Smart Space becomes a
dynamic environment whose membership changes over time when the set of
entities interact with it to share information between them.

Smart Spaces provide several benefits to make themselves suitable for
the ubiquitous computing. (1) Smart Space provides anonymous data ex-
change as the data can be retrieved independently of a particular publisher
of that data. (2) The data exchange is independent of the time as it does not
require direct point-to-point connection between the devices. It means that
the data exchange can happen over a longer period and the devices do not
need to be present in the Smart Space at the same time. (3) Smart Space
enables simultaneous data access requests of multiple devices in a transpar-
ent manner. (4) High scalability can be achieved as the information in the
Smart Space is independent of the number of receivers retrieving it. (5)
The information remains accessible in the Smart Space until it is explicitly
removed. By exposing the internal data and functionality of the devices and
ensuring interoperability of data, a whole new universe of applications will
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be possible. Smart Space provides integration of heterogeneous devices by
providing access protocols to access information and hence, enabling a wide
range of applications for all domains.

3.2.1 Requirements and Challenges

In designing a Smart Space, there are many requirements and challenges
that need to be taken into account. For example, the user should be able
to access and use the best available services and resources in the mobile
and dynamically changing environment in which he is currently present. In
this section, we outline the requirements that are crucial in designing and
implementing the Smart Spaces [19].

Interoperability: The first and the most important design requirement
is the interoperability of devices and services in the Smart Space. Interoper-
ability means that the devices and services from different manufacturers and
vendors should be able to understand each other, and exchange information
between them to perform various tasks [63]. This is the most crucial require-
ment of a Smart Space because Smart Spaces aim to incorporate a range
of devices from different domains and are not specific to a single particular
architecture. The Smart Space must provide an interoperability mechanism
for interoperating components.

Scalability: As Smart Spaces are primarily multifaceted due to the
fact that a unique combinations of devices and services participate in a
particular context, it raises the requirement that the new and cutting-edge
digital devices should be able to join the Smart Space. The functionality of
the Smart Space should be easily extensible as it emerges over time when
new devices join the Smart Space.

Portability: The Smart Space infrastructure includes and employs de-
vices, technologies and services from different application domains. Since
it is not clear which technology is actually employed for a certain kind of
service, the services in the Smart Space should be portable to a wide range
of devices and application domains.

Security: The Personal Smart Spaces must have some security mech-
anism so that the services which are personal to the user of the Smart
Space cannot be available to other people. When a Personal Smart Space
of one user interacts with the Smart Space of another person, this inter-
action should be secure and only the services and functionalities which are
explicitly defined by the user should be available to the other person.

Complexity: The complexity of designing and implementing the Smart
Spaces should not be high because the increase in complexity will make it
difficult to maintain and upgrade. As Smart Spaces are dynamic environ-
ments and new devices and services can join at any time, it should be easy
to develop and manage the operations.
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3.2.2 Smart Space enabling Technologies

The Smart Space is not a completely new phenomenon that incorporates a
whole new range of technologies, domains and standards to provide different
services to the users. It uses already available technologies and standards
and incorporates them in a way that gives a wide range of cross-domain
intelligent and adaptive services and applications to its users. Some of the
widely used technologies and standards in the development of Smart Spaces
are given below.

Sensors: Sensors are probably one of the most important technologies
that play a crucial role in the development of Smart Spaces. This is because
the Personal Smart Spaces are pervasive or context-aware and the sensors
are the most used sources for providing information about the user’s current
environment. A range of sensors can provide continuous and accurate char-
acteristics of the Space in which users are currently present. The information
from multiple sensors are collected and processed by the different devices in
the Smart Space in order to take some actions based on the current context.
In this way, the Smart Space can automate many services which otherwise
require users’ involvements. In order to make Smart Space services more
adaptive to the users, there must be a standard solution for representation
and exchanging information between the sensors and processing devices.
There are a range of ambient applications based on sensors.

Semantic web: The Semantic web enables well structured data rep-
resentation and interpretation than the World Wide Web (WWW), and it
has been predicted that the semantic web will be a key enabler of future
Internet. The enabling underlying technologies of the semantic web such
as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [9] and OWL provide data
representation in the machine readable form. This could be an enabling
technology for the Smart Spaces as the information structure and semantics
of information should be represented in a way that could be readable by all
the devices in the Smart Space. In this way, the interoperability issue can
be solved. The semantic web technologies can provide the interoperability
solution for the Smart Space applications.

Mobile devices: In Smart Spaces, the devices are responsible for in-
formation processing and for providing the resulting services to the users.
The mobile devices available today are capable of performing complex tasks
due to the boost in processing power, data storage and the communication
technologies. As mobile devices are the personal devices that are available
to the users anywhere and anytime, these devices could be an essential com-
ponent of Personal Smart Spaces. Existing inter-device solutions could be
applied for the communication between the mobile devices and other smart
objects in the Personal Smart Space.

Interfaces and protocols: There must be optimized interfaces and
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protocols for the communication between the devices that are available in
the Personal Smart Space. There are currently many interface solutions for
the PC world e.g., PCI and USB. For Personal Smart Spaces, there is a
strong need for this kind of interfaces and communication protocols that
can be used to exchange information between heterogeneous devices from
different domains. One fundamental technology for this purpose could be the
Network on Terminal Architecture (NoTA) [4] that is based on the Device
Interconnect Protocol (DIP). DIP can be implemented for many distinct
physical interfaces such as high speed serial interfaces or wireless transport
interfaces such as Bluetooth.

3.3 Smart-M3: A Particular Implementation of Smart Spaces

Our approach for rapid development of interoperable Smart Space appli-
cations (Paper IV) is based on Nokia’s open source Smart-M3 architecture
[74][11]. The Smart-M3 architecture provides a particular implementation
of the Smart Space where the central repository of information is the Se-
mantic Information Broker (SIB). The smart-M3 space is composed of one
or more SIBs where information may be distributed over several SIBs for
the later case. The information in the M3 space is the union of information
stored in the SIBs associated with that space. The set of SIBs in a M3 space
are completely routable and the devices see the same information. Hence, it
does not matter to which particular SIB in a M3 space a device is connected.
The information is accessed and processed by the entities called Knowledge
Processors (KPs). KPs interact with the M3 space by inserting, retrieving
or querying the information in any of the participating SIBs using access
methods defined by the Smart Space Access Protocol (SSAP). Smart-M3
provides information level interoperability to the objects and devices in the
physical space by defining common information representation models, such
as, RDF. In this way, it provides a device, vendor and domain independent
solution for interoperability.

Figure 4 shows the overall Smart-M3 architecture. It comprises the fol-
lowing components and concepts that work together to provide a functional
framework.

The SIB is the core component in Smart-M3 as it is responsible for
information storage, sharing and management. The information is stored in
the SIB as RDF graphs. The SIB acts as information broker between the
devices for storing, receiving, or querying information in the RDF triplestore
contained in the SIB. For information sharing, devices do not communicate
directly with each other, instead information is passed via the SIB through
the SSAP communication protocol.

SSAP defines the following operations to provide access to the M3 space.

Join : Join the smart-M3 space to access information
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Figure 4: Smart-M3 Architecture

Insert : Insert information into the SIB

Remove : Remove information from the SIB

Update : Update the information in the SIB

Query : Query for information in the SIB

Subscribe : Information updates are reported to the subscriber

Leave : Leave the smart-M3 space

The Knowledge Processor (KP) is the component that performs only a
single task. A KP must first join the M3 space in order to access the infor-
mation. It can then manipulate the information in the SIB by accessing it
through the operations such as insert, remove, update, query, and subscribe,
defined by the SSAP communication protocol. A single device can run any
number of KPs. The functionality of each KP is defined by the ontology it
is related to and the KP accesses and processes the information according
to its application or service ontology.

The Ontology represents the knowledge and its structure in the Smart
Space and each application has its own ontology. The ontology enables the
KPs to access and process the information related to their functionality from
the Smart Space and hence it directs the KPs through the Smart Space.

The Application is constructed by the composition of several KPs where
each KP performs a single task. The application design in this approach
differs from the traditional single device control-oriented application.

The Smart-M3 platform supports features like asynchronous queries from
the back-end database. This feature is important when optimizing the se-
mantic environment for low-end embedded devices with limited processing
capabilities, and potentially battery constraints for cellular phones and sen-
sors of different types. These kinds of devices are being targeted by the
Smart-M3 environment and this infrastructure has been employed in many
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case studies [49][100] and approaches [75][43]for interoperable application
development [54][90]. Other examples of ontology driven application devel-
opment for smart environment are provided in [55][18]. In [94], the authors
presented an approach for anonymous agent coordination in Smart Spaces.

.

3.4 Ontologies

W3C has been working on the specifications for semantic web for many years.
The goal is to develop standards to make the information machine readable
for sharing and using across multiple platforms. Ontologies facilitate the
common understanding of information being shared [27]. The W3C chose
the Resource Description Language, RDF, as its representation model upon
which the Web Ontology Language, OWL has been built.

3.4.1 RDF

RDF is based on the idea of making statements about resources. These state-
ments are in the form of triples as subject-predicate-object. For example,
the sky can be described as blue by using the statement “Sky-hasColor-
Blue”. Using this approach any kind of data can be described in such a way
that a developer and a device both can understand. The RDF provides a
way for expressing the semantics of the information.

RDF solves the data interchange problem on syntactic level but does
not provide enough information for expressing the agreement between sev-
eral different concepts. Applications must have the same interpretation of
data in order to provide interoperability between devices from different do-
mains. Ontology driven approaches solve this problem by representing the
information and its relationship.

3.4.2 OWL

The Web Ontology Language, OWL [37], is developed by W3C, for em-
powering the semantic web. It is divided into three sub-languages, OWL
Lite, OWL DL and OWL Full. OWL is always a correct RDF. The OWL
sub-languages can be seen as formal extensions to the RDF Schema.

Since smart-M3 is not constraint to a specific structure of information,
it enables the usage of ontologies to express the information and relations
in an application. The ontology enables the KPs to access and process the
information related to their functionality from the M3 space and hence it
directs the KPs through the space.

In our application development approach, we have chosen the OWL DL
sub-language as it contains additional expressions that we find to be impor-
tant, compared to the less expressive sub-language OWL Lite. The oneOf
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Figure 5: Framework overview.

class axiom makes it possible to define a class as an enumeration set, e.g. a
week is characterized by containing only a very specific set of day instances.
The disjointWith constructor makes it possible to define rules such that
the classes Man and Woman are subclasses of Human, but a Man cannot be
a Woman and vice versa. Full support for cardinality is important and is
defined in OWL DL, whereas OWL Lite is limited to defining cardinality
restrictions to being either 0 or 1, or no restriction at all. It is important to
be able to specify, for example that a class week is defined by seven instances
of day. The property restriction hasValue is powerful, as it makes it possi-
ble to have a property require a certain individual as a value. For example,
instances of dutchCitizen can be characterized to have theNetherlands

as their nationality.

OWL Full has the same constructs as OWL DL, but OWL DL has some
restrictions in order to be decidable. OWL DL requires type separation, i.e.
a class cannot also be an instance or a property. OWL DL also requires that
a property is an ObjectProperty or a DatatypeProperty.

3.5 Application Development Tools for Smart-M3

We chose the ontology-driven application development approach for smart-
M3 (Paper IV) and developed tools [56] for mapping of ontologies to Object
Oriented Programming (OOP). Our approach consists of two parts.

I The first part is the code generator that creates a static API from
an OWL ontology as illustrated in Figure 5. This mapping is done
according to a set of static mappings. These mappings generate na-
tive Python classes, methods and variable declarations which can then
be used by the KP developer to access the data in the SIB as struc-
tured and specified in the OWL ontology. The generator loads an
OWL ontology into a Java ontology model which provides interfaces
for accessing the RDF graph. A reasoner is connected to the model
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Figure 6: Runtime middleware for Smart-M3.

to complete the inferred part of the ontology. The generator then lists
all named classes in the ontology and the handler creates a counter-
part OWL class in Python which is added to the code model. The
class handler will list all properties and call the ObjectProperty and
DatatypeProperty handlers which, in turn, translate every restriction
that the property may have, e.g., Cardinality and Range restrictions.

II The second part is the middleware layer which abstracts the communi-
cation with the SIB as shown in Figure 6. Its main functionality to the
generated API is triple handling. This consists of inserting, removing,
and updating triples and committing changes to the smartspace. It
also provides functionality for synchronous and asynchronous query-
ing. Our approach enables application developers to use the generated
API to develop new KPs and applications without worrying about the
SIB interface as the generated API takes care of the connection to the
SIB each time an object is created [10]. From the Smart-M3 point
of view, the proposed framework simplifies the development of KPs
by making the Smart Space interface more abstract and hiding the
underlying complexity involved in ontology-driven approaches.

In this application development approach, the concept of application is
not the traditional control-oriented application running on a single device
but the application is constructed from a number of independently operated
KPs which may run on different devices and group together to be perceived
as a single application. For instance, chat, calendar synchronization and
multiplayer games are examples of applications using this approach where
a set of KPs each handling a single task run on multiple smart devices and
coordinate and interact with each other through the SIB to make a complete
application. This coordination between KPs are done in the form of data
exchange through the SIB where KPs subscribe to or query for specific data
to perform their specified task. Application ontologies are used to describe
data in the SIB and direct the KPs to access and manipulate data related
to their functionality.
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3.6 A Look Towards Future Smart Space Applications

Pervasive Computing or ambient intelligence [84] aims to provide services
transparently to the users in their everyday life anywhere and anytime. Since
the Smart Spaces can address the needs of the users on-the-move, they
require pervasiveness to offer the services to the users wherever the users
go. In this way, a whole new universe of services could be provided which
are otherwise not possible. In this section, we give some example scenarios
which could be possible with the Smart Spaces.

Smart Spaces in Health Care Infrastructure

The Smart Spaces could be used in the health care infrastructure to au-
tomate the tasks involved in it. For example, a patient has its own Personal
Smart Space (PSS) which includes different devices to regularly monitor his
heart beat, blood pressure etc and if there is something wrong, the patient’s
PSS could interact with doctors PSS to book an appointment. After the
appointment is confirmed, the PSS will inform the patient about the ap-
pointment by sending an SMS to his mobile phone. At the appointment
day, the patient’s data would be transfered to the doctors PSS so that the
doctor could diagnose and suggest some medicine to the patient. In this
way, the patient does not need to monitor and call the doctor manually as
his PSS will do it automatically and inform him about it. These kinds of
services provided by interacting different PSS and sharing information be-
tween each other would be revolutionary in the health care infrastructure
[100][96].

Smart Spaces in Office Infrastructure

Smart Spaces could also provide intelligent services and applications in
the office domain. For example, a person with his PSS in the office is about
to give a presentation in the meeting room. His PSS will interact with the
PSS of the meeting room and could automatically use the projector in the
meeting room to display the slides he has in his laptop. At the time he is
presenting, his PSS could switch his mobile phone to silent mode and any
incoming calls could be routed to his voice mail. If the person wants to
print his slides, the PSS could locate the nearest printer to send the print
command and then guide him to that printer’s location automatically.

Smart Spaces in Travel and Tourism Infrastructure

The Smart Spaces could also provide a range of intelligent services to
their users during their traveling and tourism. For example, if a person goes
to a foreign city, his PSS could log all the places he visits during his stay
there. His PSS could interact with, for instance, the fort’s PSS he visits and
retrieve the history from there and present it to the user. In this way, it
could also act as the travel guide for the user. At the end of his journey,
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his mobile phone could give him a report of all the places he visited, and at
what time he visited them. He could share this report with his friends or
family.

Smart Spaces in Learning Infrastructure

The Smart Spaces could also be used in the learning infrastructure. Each
student has his own PSS and he can choose learning service from heteroge-
neous sources by interacting with their SS. For example, the PSS of a user A
contains his background profile information such as his previous education,
degrees, jobs and the location etc., and his profile is updated dynamically
with his learning process. His PSS could search for his required course and
interact with the PSS of the relevant learning service provider for an enroll-
ment process [93].

There could be a wide range of services and applications in addition to
the above scenarios that could be provided using the Smart Spaces. The SS
could make life of the users very easy by automating many of their everyday
tasks. The SS learns from the previous events and improve itself based on
this history information to adapt to the users preferences as accurately as
possible. The scenarios described above illustrate how useful the SS is for
providing personal services to the users in different domains.

3.7 Literature Review

The Smart Space infrastructure is explored mainly by the area of context
aware computing. The research in the context-aware computing provides
a number of context-aware systems and approaches for application devel-
opment. Starting with the context modeling, there are plenty of different
points of view, but since the ontology model wins the rest regarding simplic-
ity, flexibility, extensibility and expressiveness, we focus on the comparison
of ontology-based systems. A good compendium of pros and cons in re-
lation to the design architectures and context models [20] presents several
ontology-based context models.

CoBrA and SOCAM are some of them using their own OWL-based ap-
proach for context processing while others such as Context Managing Toolkit
describe context in RDF. CoBrA [29] is proposed as an agent-based infras-
tructure for context modeling, context reasoning and knowledge sharing us-
ing context acquisition components. The Soupa and CoBrA-Ont Ontologies
are some of the related tools. They also provide techniques for user’s privacy
control. SOCAM [46] introduces another architecture for building context-
aware services focused on information sensing and context providers. A
central server or context interpreter gains context data through distributed
context providers and processes it before sending it to the clients. These
and other projects such as [105] focus basically on creating ontologies for
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context-representation but they do not intend to build a framework for cre-
ating location- and context-aware development of services or applications
based on the semantic back end.

In [87], the authors extend typical operating system concepts to in-
clude context-awareness. Gaia presents a similar representation to our RDF
Triples with 4-ary predicates (the 4th one is context-type) and it does not
use OWL but DAML + OIL. Gaia’s MVC model also differs from our black-
board architecture. In [59] and [48], the authors presented a framework that
targets only smart phone platform and technologies.

Context Toolkit [39] presents an approach to enable application devel-
opment by using reusable components. However, its attribute-value tuples
are not clearly meaningful enough making the application programming re-
stricted. Other approaches for context aware applications and services are
presented in [61][82]. In [21], the authors describe a semantic approach for
context-aware adaptation and decision taking. The research challenges in
mobile context-aware computing and service development are presented in
[78]. In [45], the authors describe an approach for analyzing sensed context
information to help in the generation, documentation and assessment of the
designs of context-aware interactive applications. None of these approaches
deal with the Smart Spaces and smart environment which have different
challenges than traditional context-aware approaches in terms of scalability,
heterogeneity and dynamicity of information in the physical environment.

Service discovery and service composition in the dynamic smart envi-
ronment are among the greatest challenges. There are different approaches,
tools, and systems that take the user’s request and try to discover the ser-
vices that best matches to fulfill the task. In [104], the authors proposed
a system consisting of a middleware and user-level tools that enable the
end-users to combine, configure and control the services using their home
devices.

In [83], the author presented an approach of macroprograming of wire-
less sensor networks (WSN) using the mobile agents. The WSN makes
an infrastructure and queries from the end-users are provided over this in-
frastructure. Due to the technological advances, non-expert users have to
accomplish non-trivial tasks in application and device-rich computing envi-
ronments [68]. Task computing [66][95] is an approach that reduces these
difficulties by shifting focus to what users want to do (i.e., on the tasks at
hand) rather than on the specific means for doing those tasks. Other ap-
proaches for end-user task composition [28] are presented in [65] and [102].



4 Combining Smart Spaces and Digital TV

4.1 Motivation

Due to the recent technological developments, ICT landscape is evolving into
a highly interactive distributed environment that demands integration of in-
formation in heterogeneous technologies and systems. Information in this
environment is accessed using a range of different devices. These devices in-
clude portable devices (such as mobile phones, PDAs, smart phones, tablets)
and fixed or non-portable devices (such as TV, set-top boxes, desktop com-
puters, Personal video recorders). These devices provide new possibilities of
interaction, and all of them have the capacity to execute applications and
share information with each other. With the birth of IPTV, Television and
Web came closer to each other by sharing a substantial set of methodologies
to provide the users an immerse interactive experience. The users now have
more control over data and content creation, consumption and sharing. It is
foreseen that the future interactive TV applications would involve not only
a wide range of digital devices in a highly interactive, dynamically chang-
ing and context-aware environment but also data/information from different
sources such as web. Connecting up all kinds of information and content
by being much more dependent on the environment (physical and social
environment) could enable a whole universe of converged iTV applications.
For example, assume an iTV banking application that shows user’s account
balance and other details on TV screen (or mobile TV screen). The user
can use this application to pay his bills. The application could detect the
presence of other persons in the room and could automatically hide the bal-
ance details when the living room TV is being used to display application
content. The same application while using on the smartphone could detect
it as a personal device and show all banking details.

It is clear that creating such interactive applications requires establishing
concrete development infrastructures and methodologies that can provide a
sufficient level of abstraction to hide the complexity. Currently, there is no
commonly agreed suitable method for the development of iTV applications
and different organizations have their own platforms, approaches and APIs
(JavaTV API, MHP, OCAP API). Several companies are using their own
tools for the development of iTV applications. Their tools provide graphical
environment to easily create simple iTV applications. These environments
and tools are too limited for the creation of complex iTV applications that
involve information and resources from many sources. In order to make
full use of the power of interactivity and content consumption, data and
device interoperability issues must be solved and data must be structured
in a way that could enable multiple devices to consume and share data be-
tween them. Smart Spaces provide solution for the interoperability problem
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by standardizing how to describe data formats. Smart Spaces could take
advantage of the digital TV / IPTV technologies to deliver content/data
to the receiving devices and this data could be shared between heteroge-
neous devices present in the Smart Space. The Smart Space application
development tools could be used to develop interoperable interactive TV
applications that employ mixture of information from different sources and
devices rather than a standard remote control. Moreover, traditional iTV
application development methods and techniques must be replaced by scal-
able, agile and configurable methodologies.

We propose to use the ontology driven iTV applications development
because

• Ontologies are perfect candidates for modeling context information
which is highly desirable in the future iTV applications to provide per-
sonal services dependent on the environment. Users at different con-
texts have different needs and expectations and ontologies can model
the users’ context in an effective way.

• As the concept of iTV has been evolving after the advent of IPTV,
users are expecting highly dynamic systems where they can join and
leave anytime to consume the services. Smart Space provides this
dynamic environment, and ontologies are important concept in the
Smart Space infrastructure.

• Reasoning and inferring new knowledge from the available information
and searching and querying for the desired services are becoming es-
sential part of iTV usages as TV came closer to the web in recent years.
Ontology driven architectures can provide reasoning capabilities in an
effective way.

• Users now have a range of devices in addition to the TV in their per-
sonal space to interact and consume iTV applications. It enables an
ubiquitous system in which information from heterogeneous informa-
tion sources such as sensors, digital appliances, web, smartphones, TV,
PVR etc., is used for realization of truly interactive applications. On-
tologies are immediate solution for handling heterogeneity and provide
information level interoperability to the users.

It is perceived that the use of the ontologies will essentially change the
way in which software systems/applications are built, and the software de-
signers will have libraries of ontologies from which they can choose relevant
ones. Use of ontologies in application development provides competitive ad-
vantages over the traditional approach, enabling greater information sharing
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and reuse. The ontology-driven development (ODD) additionally exploits
knowledge exploitation using reasoning over the maintained ontology.

In this section, we explore the potential of introduction of Smart Spaces
in the design and development of interactive TV applications. We have
previously developed ontology-driven tools and frameworks for rapid appli-
cation development for the Smart Spaces. We are now applying our ideas
and methodologies of Smart Spaces to interactive TV domain as we believe
this convergence could provide potential benefits in terms of value-added ap-
plications to the users. Our tools and methodologies provide benefits which
are not currently realized in the iTV domain such as (i) abstracting under-
lying platform (ii) porting applications to different devices and platforms
(iii) reducing efforts in learning APIs. Our approach for developing highly
interactive applications deals with the key issues such as flexibility with re-
spect to adding new devices and services to the Smart Space, high level of
abstractions, rule-based reasoning, task-based and recommendation-based
design and automatic code generation from the application ontology.

4.2 Enhanced iTV Application Scenario

We chose AuctionTV example scenario presented in [99] because it exploits
additional interaction and participation by the iTV users. This application
allows one of the participants to offer some item on sale through the auction.
This auctioneer gets the role master and the other users join afterwards
get the role participant. Whenever a participant p bids on the item, the
auctioneer raises the price confirming the bid. When the acceptable bid
has been made and confirmed, the bidding process can be ended and the
participant with the highest bid gets the role winner.

We extended this basic scenario in number of ways to recommend users
only the particular items for bidding which are of their interest. This is
done by observing user’s TV viewing history, content consumption behav-
ior, personal preferences etc., and mapping all this knowledge to the user’s
profile ontology. We assume that various digital devices in a particular user
space (e.g., home) can exchange information through the Smart Space. As-
suming that there are different TV stations and programs, embedding their
schedules on their WebPages by using some common semantic for program
description, the TV can then recommend TV programs for the particular
user based on the user’s profile ontology. It can further recommend the
particular interactive applications based on the preferences and profile on-
tology. For example, consider a user has been watching Shakira’s new video
song and has liked her page on the Facebook. The system can recommend
him an iTV application of bidding for her latest album based on harvesting
and querying his content consumption behavior and the personal preferences
given on the social networks. It can add an event to the user’s calendar about
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the auction. At the time of the auction, the banking application on user’s
smartphone can check the account detail and the user can decide based on
the information if he has to join the auction. The system can identify dif-
ferent users and give recommendations according to the particular user’s
profile. In this scenario, information between different sources and devices
is communicated through the Smart Space. Smart Space allows the fusion
of all this information to enable intelligent ambient iTV applications which
are not limited to only TV.

This interactive application exhibits important properties which enable
it to be modeled and developed using our ontology driven Smart Space
approach. Firstly, the user’s preferences can be inferred by semantically
matching user’s profile with metadata of the content provided by the con-
tent providers. This activates appropriate services for the user from the
available resources. Secondly, heterogeneous devices could be used for the
interaction with the system, making it a multi-device environment. Thirdly,
the application is driven by the user’s actions and the time-based events
could also be used. Fourthly, subscriptions could be used in the situations
where one action could be performed before any other action e.g., after a
bid is made, the amount of the next bid should be raised.

All these properties make the Smart Space an ideal choice for the de-
velopment of these kinds of interactive TV applications. The Smart Space
addresses the issues of reasoning, heterogeneous devices, interoperability,
subscription based and user-driven actions. Our approach for the appli-
cation development provides higher level of abstraction by automatically
generating ontology API from the application ontology by mapping OWL
ontology concepts into Object Oriented programming language concepts.
This enables application developers to create innovative Smart Space ap-
plications using traditional Object Oriented programming concepts without
worrying about the complexity of OWL ontologies.

4.3 Implementation

We have developed a Python Module for easy definition of the rules in our
approach for Smart-M3. The interaction with the Semantic Information
Broker (SIB) is made so that the Python developer does not have to deal
with the RDF triples or semantic technologies such as query languages to
access the central repository of shared information. The Python Rule mod-
ule makes use of the Ontology Library Generator (OWL to Python) and
its framework as an abstraction of the interface with the SIB. The Python-
Rules module allows the programmer to write rules on the fly i.e., they
can be executed directly and interpreted as any other Python statement.
The execution of the rules is achieved through the subscription capability
of the SSAP protocol to the Smart Space. This generates asynchronous
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notifications when the changes occur in the Smart Space. However, this
is a concrete implementation of Smart Space broker (Smart-M3 ) but the
PythonRules module aims at being independent of the information broker
or the repository used.

Our application development tools are used as follows:

I Smart-M3 Ontology to Python API Generator : First of all, the on-
tologies to be used need to be converted automatically to their corre-
sponding Python classes. For this purpose, our Ontology Library [56]
is used, generating classes for each Ontology class together with their
properties and methods.

II Programming Knowledge Processors: When the Ontology Library has
generated the needed classes with the included middleware, contain-
ing getters and setters methods, this middleware already abstracts the
communication with the SIB allowing programming of the KPs. The
generated EmptyKP.py file can be used as a starting template; instance
declarations automatically translate to RDF insertions in the SIB (af-
ter committing changes). This allows other applications connected to
the same Smart Space to know about the existence of those individuals
and to interact with them.

III Python Rules for Smart Space programming : Since the previous mid-
dleware still requires a considerable number of calls before achieving
interaction with the repository, as well as working with specific names-
paces, PythonRules provides a higher abstraction layer for fast speci-
fication and configuration of the Smart Space’s behavior.

The rules can either be executed synchronously (when declared in real
time) or stored together in the class RuleSoup. In the latter case they
can run all at once and executed asynchronously (when their conditions
are satisfied).

4.3.1 Ontology Development

As our approach is based on ontology driven application development, the
first step is to create application and domain ontologies. We developed an
application ontology for the application scenario described in section IV.
Figure 7 illustrates the excerpt from the application ontology. The ontology
shows the semantic relationships between different concepts.

As we are dealing with the interactive TV domain in this particular
scenario, the domain ontology consists of the concepts related to the TV
content such as category, title, actors, schedule etc. The domain ontology
can be automatically generated using the metadata available for each TV
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Figure 7: Application Ontology

program or it can be created manually. In this use case, we used a simplified
version of BBC program ontology [5].

4.3.2 Programming Knowledge Processors: iTV Use case

When the application programmer does not deal with the RDF Triples di-
rectly, but mainly with the Python ordinary statements, the translation of
problems described with natural language into programs becomes much eas-
ier. This section describes two knowledge processors that are created for the
evaluation of the example scenario. The TVBroadcasterKP creates a new
Calendar and a new Event. The AuctionItemsManagerKP is an example
Class that creates new Items for sale at an Auction. These knowledge pro-
cessors use the APIs that are generated from the ontologies by our tool.
Detailed explanation and implementation of these two KPs are presented in
Paper VII of this thesis.

4.3.3 Inference Rules

We created two simple rules for the evaluation purpose as described in Paper
VII.

Rule 1: If in an electronic auction, the new gadget Cool100in1 is offered
for sale, Natalia would like to be notified as soon as this item appears in
the Auction. If this occurs, an event on her calendar should be created
immediately to remind her to bid. The particular implementation of this
rule using our PythonRule module is given in the listing 4.3.3
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1 withClause = With([ newGadgetItem ])

2 whenClause = When(newGadgetItem.getProperty("ItemName")

== "Cool100in1")

3 thenClause = Then([ remindToBidEvent.new(Event),

4 remindToBidEvent.setProperty(Title = XSDString("

Cool100in1 in e-Auction , Remember to Bid!")),

5 remindToBidEvent.setProperty(DtStart = XSDDateTime(

newGadgetItem.getProperty("HasDateOfStart"))),

6 remindToBidEvent.setObject("MemberOf", nataliaCalendar

.get()),

7 GoogleCalendar("smartspacecalendar@gmail.com", "

smartspace").addEvent("Remember to Bid for

Cool100in1!","","e-Auction", dayBefore(XSDDateTime

(newGadgetItem.getProperty("DateOfStart"))),

dayBefore1hourAfter(XSDDateTime(

newGadgetItem.getProperty("DateOfStart"))), None)

])

8

9 rule = PythonRule(withClause , whenClause , thenClause)

Rule 2: If there is a new event in the broadcaster calendar which includes
Natalia’s favorite documentary, Spanish people around the world, happening
in Finland, she would like to be notified on her calendar not to miss it.

11 withClause = With([ favouriteDocumentaryEvent ])

12 whenClause = When(favouriteDocumentaryEvent.getProperty("

Title") == "Spanish people around the world: Finland"

)

13 thenClause = Then([ remindDocumentaryEvent.new(Event),

14 remindDocumentaryEvent.setProperty(Title = XSDString(

"Spanish people around the world in Finland!")),

15 remindDocumentaryEvent.setProperty(DtStart =

XSDDateTime(favouriteDocumentaryEvent.getProperty

("DtStart")-oneDay)),

16 remindDocumentaryEvent.setObject("MemberOf",

nataliaCalendar.get()),

17 GoogleCalendar("smartspacecalendar@gmail.com", "

smartspace").addEvent("Tomorrow is your favourite

documentary","","BBC Broadcaster", dayBefore(

XSDDateTime(favouriteDocumentaryEvent.getProperty

("DtStart"))), dayBefore1hourAfter(XSDDateTime(

favouriteDocumentaryEvent.getProperty("DtStart"))

), None)])

18

19 rule = PythonRule(withClause , whenClause , thenClause)

20

21 # Running the whole RuleSoup ...

22 ruleSoup = RuleSoup ()

23 ruleSoup.addRule(rule)
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24 ruleSoup.runAllRules ()

25 # Waiting for creation of new Events ...

26 sys.exit(app.exec_())

For this use case, we first developed the ontologies in Protégé and then
these ontologies are fed as input to our tool to generate ontology libraries.
We then implemented the knowledge processors that reflect the functionality
of the application. Knowledge processors use the generated ontology APIs.
We then defined the rules using PythonRules Module which describes the
rule expressions embedded into Python language.

In this section we presented how to develop interactive TV application
using ontology-driven Smart Space approach. We have developed a context-
aware service in the domain of interactive TV and evaluated it using our
developed ontology-driven tools. Our approach for ontology-driven iTV ap-
plication development worked well for these simple rules. We aim to extend
it to evaluate more complex scenarios and context-aware iTV applications.
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5 Contribution of the Thesis

The contribution of the thesis is described in the context of the individual
research papers, which are presented in Part II of this thesis. This chapter
presents a summary of the original publications along with the description
of the author’s contribution in each publication.

5.1 Overview of the Papers

5.1.1 Paper I: System Architecture and Interactivity Model for
Mobile TV Applications

Paper I was the result of the research in the emerging area of interactive
mobile TV. We investigated the existing software platform solutions to ex-
plore their capabilities and limitations to support the interactive mobile TV
applications. Based on this research study, we identified the demands and
constraints for the software structure of mobile TV, suggested possible solu-
tions for them and proposed prototype software architecture for interactive
mobile TV applications. The Interactivity model for the interactive mo-
bile TV applications was proposed that facilitates the evaluation of these
applications to prospect the terminal and server side’s requirements. The
proposed interactivity model provides the basis to explore many worthwhile
aspects related to the interactive applications for mobile TV and specifies
the overall image of the mobile interactive system. The evaluation of the
specific interactive applications provides the idea of how and when the view-
ers of the mobile TV interact with the content.

Author’s contribution: The basic idea presented in this paper was ini-
tially developed by the author while working on his Master’s thesis under
the supervision of Assistant Professor Jerker Björkqvist. The author then
refined the idea, proposed the model, and wrote the paper.

5.1.2 Paper II: Interactive Applications for Mobile TV

Paper II addresses the issues of usability and user experience in interactive
TV applications. It explores the concepts of interactive applications, their
usability and system architectural aspects in interactive mobile TV. The
paper evaluates selected application scenarios for different interactive appli-
cations that can be supported by future Mobile TV and demonstrates how
the proposed architecture in Paper I supports these scenarios.

Author’s contribution: The author further extended the ideas presented
in Paper I and wrote this paper.
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5.1.3 Paper III: Content Scheduling in Multimedia Interactive
Mobile Games

Paper III presents an implementation of a particular interactive application
described in Paper I and Paper II. We present how to implement interac-
tive multimedia services using a DVB-H broadcast channel combined with a
point-to-point channel, such as 3G or GPRS. We study the problem in the
context of a location-based interactive mobile game and introduce a data
scheduler for this game, which relies on a wireless broadcasting technology
for delivering the data. The proposed scheduler uses the receivers’ GPS
locations to predict the most probable destination to where each user is
headed. Through this information, the scheduler derives the latest point in
time, i.e., the threshold, when the data should be transmitted to meet the
deadline. We have shown that the threshold is dependent on the number
of players in the game, on the number of possible special locations, and on
the size of the data that should be transmitted for every location. Simu-
lations for the scheduler have been performed and the experimental results
are presented to show how different game parameters influence the in-time
delivery of the multimedia content to the players. This paper gives the idea
of context-aware applications, which is then explored later under the topic
of Smart Space infrastructure and presented in Paper VI of this thesis.

Author’s contribution: Paper III is related to the work done in the bot
projectin which this interactive application was developed. The author par-
ticipated in the implementation of the game server. The idea of content
scheduling came during the project and was implemented by the author.
The author also performed the simulations and wrote the paper.

5.1.4 Paper IV: Framework for Smart Space Application Devel-
opment

Paper IV presents our approach for rapid and easy development of the Smart
Space ubiquitous applications. The approach presented in this paper is
based on Nokia’s open source Smart-M3 architecture. We have developed
ontology-driven user level tools that enable application developers to cre-
ate innovative Smart Space applications using traditional object-oriented
(OO) programming concepts. Our approach consists of the OWL ontol-
ogy for application description, a developed tool for mapping OWL to OO
languages (Python and C) to give complete control over ontologies for ap-
plication development, and a middleware for encapsulating communication
with the Smart Space. The paper also presents a case study implemen-
tation of a home automation system to illustrate the functionality of the
proposed framework. The results show that the agents communicating im-
plicitly through the Smart-M3 spaces can achieve the interoperability, and
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our approach works well for the development of agent-based interoperable
applications for the Smart Spaces.

Author’s contribution: Paper IV presents the work done in the ICT-
SHOCK DIEM project where Åbo Akademi University participated with
a large number of ICT companies and research units. The approach was
jointly developed by the contributors listed in the paper. The author took
part in all the discussions and meetings throughout the development of this
framework and case study, and also contributed to writing of the paper.

5.1.5 Paper V: End-users Service Composition in Ubiquitous Com-
puting using Smart Space Approach

In this paper, we express our ideas for introducing the concept of services
to the Smart-M3 approach presented in Paper IV.This paper introduces a
structured view of the Smart-M3. The paper presents our prototype archi-
tecture and overall process for creating end-user service compositions using
the Smart Space approach. We have used the OWL-S ontology language
to describe the service capabilities semantically. As part of our solution,
we implemented a composition algorithm that finds a set of candidate ser-
vices which could be part of the composition. This composition conforms
to semantic graph-based techniques where atomic services are composed it-
eratively based on OWL-S service properties. The complete realization is
obtained by the grounding of the selected services.

Author’s contribution: The idea in this paper came during the regular
discussions with Professor Johan Lilius. The author was responsible for
developing this idea, implementing the proposed algorithm, and the writing
of the paper

5.1.6 Paper VI: A Framework for Context-aware Applications
for Smart Spaces

Paper VI presents an approach for developing context-aware intelligent ap-
plications for a Smart Space-based infrastructure. The goal is to model and
process context information using our development tool presented in Paper
IV and Nokia’s Smart-M3 architecture. We propose an adaptable and scal-
able context ontology, an ambient computing framework based on Smart
Spaces and a rule based reasoning to infer high level context. Our approach
deals with key issues in context aware ubiquitous computing such as adaptive
and proactive changes in the environment, incorporation of novel sources of
context information and automatic code generation from the context on-
tology to provide seamless interoperability. The paper shows that Smart
Spaces are well suited for ambient applications to adapt to the user’s prefer-
ences because they can provide information about the physical environment
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which can be shared and reused by many dynamic applications.
Author’s contribution: The approach presented in this paper has its
origins in Paper III where the approach of content scheduling based on a
player’s location was presented. The idea of context-aware applications for
Smart Spaces was developed by the author and wrote this paper.

5.1.7 Paper VII: Towards Ontology-driven Development of Ubiq-
uitous and Intelligent interactive TV Applications

Paper VII presents how the ontology driven approach can help to design and
develop iTV applications. We demonstrate the suitability of our ontology-
driven application development tools and rule based-approach for the devel-
opment of highly dynamic context-aware iTV applications. We have devel-
oped a context-aware service in the domain of interactive TV and evaluated
it using our developed ontology-driven tools.
Author’s contribution: The idea presented in this paper was initially
developed by the author while working in the DIEM Project parallel to his
individual research under the supervision of Professor Johan Lilius. The
author then applied the tools and architectures developed in the DIEM
project to interactive TV domain and wrote this paper.
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Figure 8: Relationship of Previous Publications

Figure 8 shows the relationship of publications that are part of this the-
sis. Paper I, Paper II and paper III are the results of research in the area
of interactive Mobile TV. They describe proposed iTV system architectures
and several interactive applications that could be possible over the Mobile
TV. Paper III presents detailed implementation of a particular iTV appli-
cation. Paper IV, Paper V and Paper VI presents frameworks, approaches
and tools developed as a result of research in the area of Smart Spaces. The
concept of context-aware applications (Paper VI) was originated from the
location-aware application we presented in Paper III. Location is one im-
portant concept of context where context can be defined as any information
relating to the state of an individual. We further developed this concept of
context-aware computing in Paper VI by presenting context ontology and
rule-based inference. It discusses not only the location of the user but also
other concepts such as time, activity etc. Paper VII is a step towards com-
bining these two research areas, and presents ubiquitous iTV scenario that
is developed and evaluated using Smart Space application developed tools
and approaches presented in Paper IV, Paper V and paper VI.





6 Conclusions

The vision of Smart Spaces is to enable heterogeneous systems to collabo-
rate with each other by information sharing. Smart Spaces provide storage
and access of information about physical environments and this information
is shared by inherently dynamic applications using heterogeneous devices.
The design of a Smart Space system needs to solve many issues of which in-
teroperability is the most important one. Semantic web technologies such as
RDF and ontologies are the key enablers for interoperable Smart Space sys-
tems as they provide information interoperability by common understanding
of information shared between the other components of the system. OWL
ontologies give the expressiveness, flexibility, and extendibility which are
required to develop interoperable Smart Space systems. This thesis ad-
dresses ontology driven application development for Smart Spaces, which is
one step forward in application development for interoperable systems. De-
signing and dealing with complex ontologies are difficult tasks for software
developers as thorough knowledge about the domain and information hier-
archy in the applications is required. This thesis presents the solution for
this problem by presenting a tool for mapping OWL ontologies to program-
ming languages (Python and C) and hiding the details of complex ontologies
from the application developers. This enables rapid and easy interoperable
application development for the Smart Spaces.

Smart-M3 can contain information about the environment, which can
be published using some description languages such as OWL-S. A promising
scenario, where a person joining the smart-M3 would be able to compose an
application on-the-fly matching his needs, is addressed in this thesis. The
OWL-S specifies Services as Processes, which makes it possible to express
more complex services as compositions of services. By storing the service
descriptions in the SIB, it becomes possible to query the Smart Space for
its Services. Thus, by extending the framework with OWL-S information
available in the SIB, we add support for service interaction and composition.
The convergence of Smart Spaces and digital TV creates these kinds of
scenarios where the viewer of the TV program can request more information
about the program from the Smart Space. Information about the TV shows,
other metadata related to them and the Electronic Service Guide (ESG)
could be stored in Smart Space and the viewer could request them anytime.

The thesis also shows the suitability of Smart Spaces for context-aware
ubiquitous applications. The context-aware intelligent applications can be
realized by exposing the context information, internal data and functional-
ity of the devices, and ensuring data interoperability between them. This
requires modeling of the users and their context in order to enable applica-
tions to adapt dynamically to the user’s desires. This requirement is due
to the variety of devices to be used and the need for interacting with each
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other within the context. We proposed an adaptable and scalable context
ontology, an ambient computing framework based on the Smart Spaces and
a rule based reasoning to infer high level context. Our approach deals with
the key issues in context aware ubiquitous computing such as adaptive and
proactive changes in the environment, incorporation of novel sources of con-
text information, and automatic code generation from the context ontology
to provide seamless interoperability. This approach could be applied when
the user wants to receive TV programs according to his preferences and his
current context. The convergence of the Smart Spaces, semantic web and
digital TV could enable a whole new universe of applications. It remains to
be seen how long it will take to make these kinds of interoperable systems
a reality. This thesis is a contribution in this direction.

6.1 Future Works

Designing interoperable systems and context-aware interactive TV applica-
tions using Smart Space is a relatively new and immature research area and
there are number of important issues that need to be resolved. At one side,
ontology-driven service discovery and composition must be better envisioned
so that the system may automatically search and list the components and
services that are applicable given a particular situation and application.
Since the search space is very big, we need to use the ontology hierarchy
to restrict the set of services considered for matching. Moreover, the se-
curity, privacy and access control issues must be handled. On the other
side, a greater degree of multimedia integration needs to be realized within
the systems. Important research question for future work includes; how to
use Smart Space development tools when integrating streaming audio and
video and other multimedia content related to interactive TV applications.
The solution for this research problem requires a way of sharing resources
that need greater memory and bandwidth requirements. Future work also
includes development and evaluation of more complex application scenarios
that could benefit from pervasiveness. Moreover, performance and scala-
bility of the developed approaches and tools will be further evaluated by
developing new application scenarios and case studies.
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Table 3: Relation of Research Questions and Publications

Research Question Answer Publication

1. What are the limitations of existing
digital TV standards to support ubiq-
uitous interactive applications?

Requirement anal-
ysis and solutions,
Proposed model

PI, PII

2. What infrastructure is needed for
interactive TV applications and what
are the requirements for building it?

Proposed model PI, PII

3. What are design issues and prob-
lems related to development of a
context-aware interactive application
using broadcast technology and point-
to-point network?

Application concept
implementation and
evaluation, proposed
algorithm and vali-
dation

PIII

4. How to achieve interoperability
in Smart Space applications and what
kind of methodologies and tools are
needed to develop Smart Space based
multi-domain scenarios?

Tool implementa-
tion, Case study
implementation for
validity of the tool

PIV

5. How to provide automatic service
composition is Smart Space for more
complex scenarios?

Proposed service
composition Algo-
rithm and use-case

PV

6. How to model and process context
information in Smart Spaces using on-
tologies and inference rules?

Development of
module for context
and rule processing

PVI

7. How to design and develop interac-
tive TV applications based on semantic
and social Web data, iTV content and
Smart Spaces?

Applicability of our
tools to iTV applica-
tion development

PVII
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